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Safer and faster – new solutions for load
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At the CeMAT in Hannover SpanSet GmbH & Co. KG, ÜbachPalenberg, presents itself again as a participant in the special
exhibition „Innovative Logistiklösungen“ in Hall 27. In this display
visitors will encounter an impressive representation of a complete
logistical chain showing how innovative and complex logistical
processes do function in a modern production environment.
SpanSet will take part in the exhibition section „Loading systems:
onward shipment“, and showcase the load restraint in a container
and on a swap body. In addition SpanSet will be giving information
about new and proven products and services:

Dynamic Load System with re-useable ratchet
With the disposable lashing system EasyLash by SpanSet goods
transported by container, rail or ship in international shipping are
reliably and simply secured. SpanSet has developed the Dynamic
Load System

as an extension to the existing EasyLash

assortment, which is suitable for multiple usings and makes
enables a re-tensioning of the straps during transportation. The
Dynamic Load Ratchet remains on the load during transport. At
the destination the ratchet is released and is available for the next
transport. The straps are made from high-tenacity polyester and
achieve the same stability as steel strips but at a much lower
weight. They prevent sensitive surfaces from damage ans are
therefor also sutable for securing coils. The handling is clearly
more user-friendly and safer, because when attaching and
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removing there is no threat of injury from sharp metal edges or
recoiling steel bands.

TruXafe: Modular System for old and new vehicles
With TruXafe the most varied freights can be loaded faster, more
efficiently and more securely. This modular system stabilises
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vehicles with bodies according to EN 12642 Code L or Code XL,
so that diverse loads like packing units on pallets, Oktabins,
chemical barrels and Intermediate Bulk Containers can be secured
just by positive-lock. The safe load securing with TruXafe was
officially confirmed by the German Dekra based on driving trials.

ErgoMaster: High pre-tensioning force with minimal exertion
With regard to lashing down loads SpanSet developed in a dialog
with customers the lashing system ErgoMaster. The ratchet
achieves a pre-tensioning force of 720 daN in a standardized test
with 50 daN manual force (straight pull) and has at its disposal a
lashing capacity LC of 2.000 daN. The ErgoMaster is delivered
serially with a Tension Force Indicator TFI. With the TFI a higher
pre-tensioning force proven can be used for the calculation of the
load security. There is a double economic advantage for the user,
since on the one hand the necessary pre-tensioning force is
achieved with less ratcheting and on the other less work time is
needed.

PaXafe: Load retention nets for every purpose
With an extensive choice of cargo retention nets SpanSet offers
the best solution for every for every application. The PaXafe
Assortment comprises special woven PE nets for Sprinters,
platform trailers and box bodies in different widths, rigidities and
appearances. The clever building brick principle enables greater
flexibility in the combination of the individual components. It goes
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without saying that all nets conform to the VDI 2700 page 3.3 and
are GS tested.
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KaSiPlus: Protects sensitive paper rolls in transit
KaSiPlus edge protectors from SpanSet offer optimal protection
for delicate and sensitive paper rolls. Weight, size, contact areas,
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stackability and geometry of the KasiPlus were conceived
according to specifications of the paper and transport industry.
And so the edge of the paper roll is effectively protected against
pressure marks by a cove and a concave interior edge guide. The
large contact area leads to a very low contact pressure of less
than 1.8 daN/cm² at 500 daN pre-tensioning force. The wellrounded shape reinforced with crosspieces allows high tensioning
forces while lashing down.

LaWi: Universal long edge angle
Loose load units can be joined together and secured with the
versatile long edge angle. Long edge angles are particularly
suitable for sensitive goods like roofing tiles, planed wooden
beams, doors etc. The inside cove of the edge angle protects the
edge of the load, the large edge curvature protects the strap and
optimizes the force direction. A particular feature of the plastic
angle is its high torsional rigidity, which helps when bridging load
gaps. Impact-proof polyethylene and a special interior honeycomb
structure increase stability and robustness.

You

can

find

further

information

in

the

internet

under

www.spanset.de or at the SpanSet booth at the special exhibition
in hall 27.
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Ill. 1: The Dynamic Load System is also suitable for securing coils.

Ill. 2: Positive-lock securing of barrels, Big Bags inter alia with
TruXafe.
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Ill.. 3: With 720 daN the ErgoMaster ratchet achieves an
extraordinarily high pre-tension strength and is thus best suited for
lashing down.

Ill.. 4: Securing cardboard boxes with the PaXafe cargo nets.
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Ill. 5: Egde protector KasiPlus prevents sensitive paper roll egdes
from damage.

Ill. 6: Long edge angle LaWi is easy in handling due to its large
contact face.
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